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Learning GoalsLearning Goals

►Understand differences and trade-offs Understand differences and trade-offs 
between HTML and text email messagesbetween HTML and text email messages

►Appreciate HTML design best practicesAppreciate HTML design best practices
►Survey HTML template elementsSurvey HTML template elements

 Headers, footers, columns, side barsHeaders, footers, columns, side bars

►Learn best practices for text-only messagesLearn best practices for text-only messages



Message Design Best PracticesMessage Design Best Practices

►Consider Delivery Format – HTML vs. TextConsider Delivery Format – HTML vs. Text
 Audience: how do they get their email?Audience: how do they get their email?

 Client-based or web? Older or newer machines?Client-based or web? Older or newer machines?

 Issue of forwarding HTML emailIssue of forwarding HTML email
 Formatting often “breaks”Formatting often “breaks”

 Without HTML you lose:Without HTML you lose:
 Open tracking, clickthrough trackingOpen tracking, clickthrough tracking

 Best practice: send both, test bothBest practice: send both, test both



HTML Design Principles and TipsHTML Design Principles and Tips

►Simplicity is GoldenSimplicity is Golden
 Limit the numbers of colors and fontsLimit the numbers of colors and fonts

 Maximum 3-4 colors: too many colors distractMaximum 3-4 colors: too many colors distract
 Use 1 or 2 fontsUse 1 or 2 fonts

 Refrain from caps and excessive use of boldRefrain from caps and excessive use of bold
 CAPS ARE HARDER TO READCAPS ARE HARDER TO READ

 Use font size and colors to break up sectionsUse font size and colors to break up sections



HTML Design Principles and TipsHTML Design Principles and Tips

►Graphics and ImagesGraphics and Images
 Make sure all images have Make sure all images have 

 Width and height specifiedWidth and height specified
 Meaningful ALT tag providedMeaningful ALT tag provided

 If recipient checks email with an email client and If recipient checks email with an email client and 
reads their email offline, images will not appearreads their email offline, images will not appear



HTML Design Principles and TipsHTML Design Principles and Tips

►Graphics and ImagesGraphics and Images
 Avoid using images to create design and spacing  Avoid using images to create design and spacing  

 May be removed or rewritten by ISPs or email clientsMay be removed or rewritten by ISPs or email clients
 If an image is critical to the email attach it when you If an image is critical to the email attach it when you 

send (do this rarely due to spam filters)send (do this rarely due to spam filters)

 Make sure that you use full URLs for the links to Make sure that you use full URLs for the links to 
the imagesthe images



HTML Email Template ElementsHTML Email Template Elements

►HeaderHeader
 Include organizational logo and tag line in the Include organizational logo and tag line in the 

headerheader
 Have it link to your website.Have it link to your website.

 Don’t make the header too tall or it will push Don’t make the header too tall or it will push 
down “the fold”down “the fold”
 Don't make it harder to view important contentDon't make it harder to view important content



HTML Email Template ElementsHTML Email Template Elements

►Optional Header ItemsOptional Header Items
 Date the email is sentDate the email is sent
 URL of your siteURL of your site
 Donate linkDonate link
 Organizational contact informationOrganizational contact information
 Info or graphics about the specific campaign/listInfo or graphics about the specific campaign/list
 Tag line for the goal of the emailTag line for the goal of the email
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Example: Email HeadersExample: Email Headers
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HTML Email Template ElementsHTML Email Template Elements

►Columns and SidebarsColumns and Sidebars
 Best used to pull out “the ask” and main message Best used to pull out “the ask” and main message 

to a flashy and easy to read areato a flashy and easy to read area
 Include an image and button for folks to click on Include an image and button for folks to click on 

that are related to the askthat are related to the ask
 Sum up the goal of the ask or message of the Sum up the goal of the ask or message of the 

email in one sentence below the imageemail in one sentence below the image
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HTML Email Template ElementsHTML Email Template Elements

►Secondary information on a sidebar could be Secondary information on a sidebar could be 
used for links toused for links to
 Background informationBackground information
 Human interest stories Human interest stories 

 Linked to a profile on your site Linked to a profile on your site 

 Updates on your campaignUpdates on your campaign
 News or other informationNews or other information
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HTML Email Template ElementsHTML Email Template Elements

►FooterFooter
 Place all information about how to subscribe, Place all information about how to subscribe, 

unsubscribe, or manage your profile in the footerunsubscribe, or manage your profile in the footer
 Other information related to the sending and Other information related to the sending and 

receiving of the email are best placed herereceiving of the email are best placed here
 Place organizational contact information or links Place organizational contact information or links 

that do not show up in the header or sidebarthat do not show up in the header or sidebar



Example: FootersExample: Footers
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Text-Only Best PracticesText-Only Best Practices

►Text messages make it harder to draw the Text messages make it harder to draw the 
reader's attention to parts of your email.reader's attention to parts of your email.

►The layout of text emails means that you The layout of text emails means that you 
have less content “above the fold”have less content “above the fold”

►Place your “ask” at the top of text emailsPlace your “ask” at the top of text emails
 List a table of contents below the “ask” so readers List a table of contents below the “ask” so readers 

will know if there are things they want to read will know if there are things they want to read 
below.below.



Text-Only Best PracticesText-Only Best Practices

►Be mindful of your use of CAPS.Be mindful of your use of CAPS.
 Caps can be hard to read but can also bring Caps can be hard to read but can also bring 

attention to a section.  attention to a section.  
 Consider using caps like you would use bold for Consider using caps like you would use bold for 

section headers.  section headers.  
►Use lines and stars to break up contentUse lines and stars to break up content
►For text emails you still want to include For text emails you still want to include 

relevant subscription and organizational relevant subscription and organizational 
links.  links.  



Text-Only Best PracticesText-Only Best Practices

►Link and Email Information in text emailLink and Email Information in text email
 You should include most of the these links at the You should include most of the these links at the 

bottom of text emailsbottom of text emails
 Place a few selected links such as organizational Place a few selected links such as organizational 

website and donate link at the top of the email.  website and donate link at the top of the email.  

 For links to other websites use short URLsFor links to other websites use short URLs
 Long URLs may break onto 2 lines and be more Long URLs may break onto 2 lines and be more 

difficult to paste into a browserdifficult to paste into a browser
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SummarySummary

►There are key differences and trade-offs There are key differences and trade-offs 
between HTML and text email messagesbetween HTML and text email messages

►In HTML design “right size and simple” In HTML design “right size and simple” 
summarize the best practicessummarize the best practices

►Consider HTML template elementsConsider HTML template elements
 Headers, footers, columns and side barsHeaders, footers, columns and side bars

►Text-only messages have a very different set Text-only messages have a very different set 
of best practicesof best practices



End Of SectionEnd Of Section

►Questions?Questions?
►Comments?Comments?

Thank You!Thank You!
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